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THE END OF THE WORD: J 
DAN TILQUE 

Portland, Oregon 

The letter ] is the second least common last letter in English, 
exceeded in rarity only by Q. Words ending in ] are sufficiently 
rare that it is feasible to compile a list of all such words. 
Following is a compilation of words ending in ] from various 
dicti'onaries. Capitalized words and words marked as foreign are 
included, but to keep the list to a manageable size, personal 
and place names are excluded. 
AFLA] plural of falaj (Cham) 

BEN] variant of bhang, a hemp plant (NI2) 

BHIMRA] the racket-tailed drongo (F&W) 

BHUMI] branch of Munda tribes in India (NI3) 

CHU] a people of northwestern Guatemala (NI3) 

CLUJ of or from the city of Cluj, Romania (NI3) 

ESRA] an Indian musical instrument with 3 or 4 strings (OED2) 

FALA] a water channel as part of the ancient irrigation system of 

Oman (Cham) 
FUN] variant of Fung, a people dominant in Sennar (NI3) 
GA] Omanese coin (NI2) 
GEN] a common type of cotton cloth in Sudan (F&W) 
GUN] a granary in India (NI2) 
HAD] variant of hajj (NI3) 
HA] variant of hajj (NI3) 
HA]ILl] the bito, a small scrubby tree that grows in dry parts of 
Africa and Asia (NI2) 

HAJJ pilgrimage to Metca (NI3) 

HI] obsolete form of hie or high (OED2) 

]UBARAJ variant of Yuvaraja, the male heir to an Indian princi­
pality (OED2) 

KALEE] variant of kalij (NI3) 

KALI] any of several crested Indian pheasants (NI3) 

KANKRE] guzerat, a breed of Indian cattle (NI3) 

KHARA] a tax on unbelievers (NI2) 

KHAWAR I] plural of Kharijite, a member of the oldest religious 

sect of Islam (NI3) 
KHlRA] variant of kharaj (NI2) 
KIll] a Turkish saber with a crescent-shaped blade (RHD) 
KURUN] variant of kurung, the Indian beech (NI2) 
MAHAR A] variant of Maharaja, an East Indian prince (OED2) 
MUN] a tough Asiatic grass (NI3) 
NARAN] Maldive Island name for mancala, an Arabian board game 
(CD) 

PAKHAWA] a double-headed drum used in Indian music (OED2) 
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RAJ rule (NI3) 

SAJ the Indian laurel (NI2) 

SAMAJ Hindu religious society (NI3) 

SOHMA] variant of samaj (NI2) 

SOMA] variant of samaj (NI2) 

SVARA] variant of swaraj (F &W) 

SWARA] local self-government in India (NI3) 

TA] a tall conical cap worn by Moslems (NI3) 

TED] variant of tej (OED2) 

TE] Ethiopian mead (OED2) 

VI RA] in Hindu mythology, the mysterious primeval being when 

differentiating itself into male and female (F&W) 
YUVARA] same as ]ubaraj (OED2) 
YUVERA] same as ]ubaraj (OED2) 
YUVRA] same as ]ubaraj (OED2) 
ZIJ Persian astronomical tables (F&W) 
This list is almost certainly not complete. For example, on page 
187 of Beyond Language, Dmitri Borgmann has UDRUJ in a word 
list. What reference he dug this word out of is unknown; the com­
bined efforts of the National Puzzlers' League electronic mailing 
list could not produce the source of this word. Additions to this 
list will be welcomed by the author. 
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BUY, SELL , TRADE 
Chris Cole (Box 9545, Newport Beach CA 92658) offers for 
sale used copies of Dmitri Borgmann's Language on Vacation 
in hardcover for $20 + $5 postage (in the USA) or in soft­
cover for $15 + $5 postage (in the USA). Foreign buyers 
should send a prepaid mailer or enough to cover postage. 
The editor offers for $6 (postpaid) a copy of Sarah Grand's 
novel The Beth Book which contains the shortest-known pan­
grammatic window in English literature (all letters of the 
alphabet occur in a sequence of only 67 letters). 
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